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Abstract. Image Matching is often one of the first tasks in many Photogrammetry and Remote Sensing applications. This 

paper presents an efficient approach to automated multi-temporal and multi-sensor image matching based on local 

frequency information. Two new independent image representations, Local Average Phase (LAP) and Local Weighted 

Amplitude (LWA), are presented to emphasize the common scene information, while suppressing the non-common 

illumination and sensor-dependent information. In order to get the two representations, local frequency information is 

firstly obtained from Log-Gabor wavelet transformation, which is similar to that of the human visual system; then the 

outputs of odd and even symmetric filters are used to construct the LAP and LWA. The LAP and LWA emphasize on the 

phase and amplitude information respectively. As these two representations are both derivative-free and threshold-free, 

they are robust to noise and can keep as much of the image details as possible. A new Compositional Similarity Measure 

(CSM) is also presented to combine the LAP and LWA with the same weight for measuring the similarity of multi-temporal 

and multi-sensor images. The CSM can make the LAP and LWA compensate for each other and can make full use of the 

amplitude and phase of local frequency information. In many image matching applications, the template is usually 

selected without consideration of its matching robustness and accuracy. In order to overcome this problem, a local best 

matching point detection is presented to detect the best matching template. In the detection method, we employ self-

similarity analysis to identify the template with the highest matching robustness and accuracy. Experimental results 

using some real images and simulation images demonstrate that the presented approach is effective for matching image 

pairs with significant scene and illumination changes and that it has advantages over other state-of-the-art approaches, 

which include: the Local Frequency Response Vectors (LFRV), Phase Congruence (PC), and Four Directional-Derivative-

Energy Image (FDDEI), especially when there is a low signal-to-noise ratio (SNR). As few assumptions are made, our 

proposed method can foreseeably be used in a wide variety of image-matching applications.
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